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Edge Products Releases the EvoHT for the 2011/2012 Chevy/GMC Duramax LML Trucks
OGDEN, UT — Edge Products is excited to announce the release of the EvoHT for the 2011/2012 Chevy/GMC

Duramax LML trucks. The 2012 LML Duramax continues to grow in popularity amongst enthusiasts, daily drivers,
and those relying on their truck to tow and haul heavy equipment, livestock, etc. Edge Products delivers up to an
additional 81 horsepower and 170 foot pounds of torque to the EvotHT to enhance the overall performance and
driving experience for the 2011/2012 Duramax LML.
The EvoHT tuner is built specifically for consumers looking to tune their truck with safe, smart, reliable power.
Using “white glove” technology, the EvoHT simply plugs into the vehicle’s diagnostic port where the customer can
select from four different power levels for their 2011/2012 Duramax LML using the button interface. With the
EvoHT, Edge Products tuning can be installed and used in just minutes with no tools required. All four power
levels for the 2011/2012 Duramax LML delivers tuning with the emission system intact. Each level is designed for
a specific type of requirement. There will be an Economy, Heavy Trailer, Light Trailer, and Extreme power level.
The EvoHT is the premium hand-held performance tuner from Edge Products. It was developed specifically to
offer the most power at the best price, with industry leading service and quality that comes standard with every
Edge product. In addition to multiple power levels, the EvoHT will also allow customers to adjust the speed
limiter, data log, and update the programmer over the internet, on their PC, for the latest updates, software, and
calibration files. The EvoHT also serves as a fully functioning scan tool that can be used to read and clear trouble
codes.
With the Edge EvoHT, customers literally hold the power to unlock the hidden potential of the 2011/2012
Duramax LML’s power and fuel economy in the palm their hand. The EvoHT for diesel vehicles retails at $379
making it an industry leader not only in power and functionality but value! To learn more about the EvotHT and
review a full list of up to date coverage visit www.edgeproducts.com
Edge Products is a Powerteq brand, an MSDP company, and manufacturers a full line of plug-in modules,
programmers, and in-cab controllers for all popular late-model domestic trucks and SUVs. For more information,
contact Edge Products, 1080 S. Depot Dr., Ogden, UT 84404; call 888-360-3343 or 801-476-3343; fax 801-4763348; or visit www.edgeproducts.com.
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